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Protect Mission-Critical Data During New Org Implementations

Grant Newbury
Director, Information & 
Solutions Management

Canadian Cancer Society

Canadian Cancer Society is a nonprofit 
organization focused on the eradication of 
cancer and the enhancement of the quality of 
life of people living with cancer. 

The Canadian Cancer Society has an ambitious 
vision: to create a world where no Canadian 
fears cancer. In pursuit of this mission, they 
organize and fund a number of programs 
focused on preventing cancer, research on all 
aspects of cancer, information for people who 
need it, and of course support for people who 
are diagnosed.

We’re thankful that 
OwnBackup stepped up to 
help us protect our data as we 
quickly implemented a new 
Salesforce org for our COVID-19 
fundraising campaigns. If an 
accidental data loss happens, 
we know that we can eliminate 
guesswork about what went 
wrong and go back in time to 
restore the exact data we need.”

Industry: Nonprofit
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Location: Toronto, ON
Founded: 1938
Salesforce Users: 500

Canadian Cancer Society is a large charity 
with diverse funding that ranges from monthly 
donations to large in-person events like Relay for 
Life. The COVID-19 crisis has had a major impact 
on traditional fundraising channels.

Adapting to COVID-19

In response, Canadian Cancer Society has had to rapidly transform their operations by: 
1. Canceling or moving live events to virtual events like Relay at Home.
2. Transitioning employees and in-person fundraising to the home with call-based campaigns.

As part of the Salesforce Care program, Canadian Cancer Society was able to implement a free 
production org. The program also allowed them to replace their traditional phone system with a 
Salesforce-integrated system.
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Canadian Cancer Society understood that most SaaS platforms like Salesforce require shared 
responsibility for keeping data safe. While these platforms provide reliability and security controls, 
customers are responsible for the errors and corruption they create. 

Throughout the new org implementation and beyond, they needed to protect their data and 
metadata with comprehensive, automated backups and rapid, stress-free recovery.

After considering the Weekly Export, which wasn’t sufficient for restoring in the event of a data

Eliminating Data Downtime

loss, and building their own data backup 
solution, which would have consumed a lot 
of time and resources, Canadian Cancer 
Society reached out to OwnBackup, a 
solution they were already using for their 
other Salesforce orgs.

To help during this challenging time, 
OwnBackup provided their service free of 
charge for short term pre-implementation 
of this new org. In light of the rapid 
nature of this project, Canadian Cancer 
Society’s team appreciated the effortless 
onboarding OwnBackup offers. Even with 
no backup experience, their team could 
immediately start protecting their critical 
data with their first backup.

Canadian Cancer Society is now able to 
move at the speed of innovation without 
risking access to the Salesforce data that 
drives their life-saving cause forward.

ABOUT OWNBACKUP

OwnBackup, the leading cloud-to-cloud backup 
and restore vendor, provides secure, automated, 
daily backups of SaaS and PaaS data, as well as 
sophisticated data compare and restore tools 
for disaster recovery. Helping more than 2,000 
businesses worldwide protect critical cloud data, 
OwnBackup covers data loss and corruption caused 
by human errors, malicious intent, integration errors 
and rogue applications. Built for security and privacy, 
OwnBackup exceeds the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) requirements for backed-up 
data. Co-founded by seasoned data-recovery, 
data-protection and information-security experts, 
OwnBackup is a top-rated backup and restore ISV 
on Salesforce AppExchange and was awarded the 
Salesforce Appy Award in 2018. OwnBackup ranks 
No. 25 on the 2020 Financial Times Americas’ 
Fastest Growing Companies list and No. 102 on the 
2019 INC 500 list. Headquartered in Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., with R&D, support and other functions in 
Tel Aviv and London, OwnBackup is the vendor of 
choice for some of the world’s largest users of SaaS 
applications.

Canadian Cancer Society is now running several of its mission-critical fundraising activities 
through Salesforce, uncovering a need for a cloud data protection platform.


